
Exam 2 October 23, 2000

Midterm

(75 minutes open book exam)

credit maximum

Problem 1 10

Problem 2 10

Problem 3 10

Problem 4 10

Problem 5 10

Total 50
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Problem 1. (10 = 7 + 3 points). Consider sorting

a linear array A[1::n] with BubbleSort imple-

mented with a while loop as follows.

x = true;

while x = true do

x = false;

for i = 1 to n� 1 do

if A[i] > A[i+ 1] then

A[i] ! A[i+ 1]; x = true

endif

endfor

endwhile.

(a) Is it true that after i iterations of the while-

loop the largest i items are in the correct

last i positions of the array? Justify your

answer.

(b) What does your answer to Question (a) im-

ply for the running time of the algorithm?
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Problem 2. (10 = 5+5 points). Recall that in a full

binary tree every internal node has two children.

All other nodes are leaves.

(a) How many di�erent full binary trees with at

most �ve leaves are there?

(b) Draw all di�erent full binary trees with at

most �ve leaves. [To save time and paper

show only the internal nodes.]
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Problem 3. (10 points). Consider a binary tree con-

structed by the successive insertion of n� 1 dis-

tinct keys (without rebalancing the tree). Is it

true that if you pick a random sequence then

each one of the possible 1

n

�
2n�2

n�1

�
binary trees is

equally likely? Justify your answer.
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Problem 4. (10 = 5 + 5 points). Construct the op-

timal Hu�man tree and the corresponding op-

timal binary code for the following alphabet of

ten letters with frequencies shown in parenthe-

ses: A(5), B(6), C(9), D(2), E(11), F (5), G(6),

H(14), I(4), J(2). [Make sure that the weight of

the root is the sum of frequencies, which is 64.]

(a) Show the Hu�man tree.

(b) Show the binary code in a table.
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Problem 5. (10 = 5 + 5 points). Let p0 = 5; p1 =

6; p2 = 7; p3 = 1; p4 = 10; p5 = 2, and for 1 �

i � 5 let Xi be a matrix with pi�1 rows and pi
columns. Let X = X1 �X2 �X3 �X4 �X5.

(a) Determine the minimum number of elemen-

tary multiplications needed to compute X .

(b) Show the optimum parenthesization for

computing X .
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